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Dear reader,
Welcome to the 7th Newsletter of the
Belgian Cooperation in Rwanda.
The theme of this newsletter is Private
Sector Development. Rwanda is at a
crossroad in its development. After
several years of public investment-led
boom, future high growth will only be
sustainable if private sector investment
increases substantially. Several programmes supporting
private sector development in Rwanda are presented in
this newsletter. We start with BIO, the Development
Finance Institution, created by the Belgian Minister for
Development Cooperation. BIO provides long-term
financing to enterprises, the financial sector and private
infrastructure projects. Agriculture remains the largest
sector in terms of employment, therefore two
programmes of support to market development are
discussed: WFP’s Farm to Market Alliance, and support
to local private veterinarians through VSF (Vétérinaires
sans frontières). Business Professionals Network (BPN)
is a non-profit organization that provides support to small
and medium-sized enterprises. Finally we also present a
social
entrepreneur
in
the
Health
sector:
‘OneFamilyHealth’ is a public-private partnership that
support independent nurses in health posts.

Bilateral political dialogue between Belgium and Rwanda p.2
Governmental Cooperation:
LCF - Local Competitiveness Facility p.3
Cooperation with APEFE p.5
PSD - Private Sector Development:
BIO - Belgian Investment Company p.7

The article on the Governmental Cooperation also
touches on our experience with private sector
development in Rwanda, through the
‘Local
Competitiveness Facility’ (LCF). LCF is an enterprise
challenge fund, implemented by the Local Administrative
Entities Development Agency (LODA). It provides
matching grants, business skills training and coaching to
mainly small, and often informal enterprises. The first
results are already very positive.
An increasing number of Civil society partners
contributes to the development of Rwanda in many
areas.
In
this
issue
the
organization
“11.11.11” discusses the support of civil society to fair
and inclusive elections.
Finally this newsletter starts with a report on the high
level bilateral political dialogue between Belgium and
Rwanda. A session of this dialogue at senior
administrative level was held on 24 May. The open
exchange covered a wide range of topics, including
commercial and economic diplomacy, human rights,
judicial cooperation, development cooperation, and
regional issues.
I hope you will enjoy reading our Newsletter.
Benoit Ryelandt, Ambassador

WFP: Farm to Market Alliance p.8
VSF Belgium: a case study p.9
BPN: a dynamic business environment p.10
OneFamilyHealth: Social Enterpreneurship for Nurses p.11
Civil Society:
Partners of 11.11.11 supporting democratic elections p.12

A bilateral consultation by high-level civil servants of the Republic of Rwanda and the Kingdom of Belgium took place on
the 24th of May 2018 in the framework of the permanent political dialogue initiated by the two countries in 2015.
This consultation was the first of its kind at that level and complements the many political contacts that have taken place
since the start of the permanent dialogue.
The meeting was chaired by the Permanent Secretary of the Rwandan Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Claude Nikobisanzwe
and the Secretary General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Belgium, Dirk Achten.
Among the topics addressed during the open exchanges were commercial and economic diplomacy, human rights,
judicial cooperation as well as other aspect of the bilateral relationship between the two countries. Cooperation on
regional and multilateral issues was also discussed.
Both delegations will work on a series of tangible deliverables before the next meeting. The discussions also touched
upon the upcoming high-level visits.

Through the Local Competitiveness Facility (LCF), Enabel supports private sector
development in Rwanda. By providing matched grant fund opportunities, and business skills
training and coaching, LCF aims to overcome some of the main barriers for business growth
in the country: access to finance and lack of technical and managerial skills.
Funded by the Rwanda Decentralization Support Programme of Enabel and the Government
of Rwanda and implemented by the Local Administrative Entities Development Agency (LODA) and 4 pilot Districts:
Gakenke, Gisagara, Nyagatare, Rutsiro, the Local Competitiveness Facility is an enterprise challenge fund for which
the 1st call was launched in November 2017.
Partnerships between enterprises can apply for a grant, submitting a proposal for a common project. In the 1 st call for
proposals, 36 projects have been selected from an initial amount of 500 proposals. Because of this partnership
requirement, LCF is supporting a total of 99 enterprises in the agro-processing, tourism, handcrafts and ICT
sectors for a total of 1 million euros in grants. Currently, a 2nd call for project proposals is ongoing: out of 254
initial project proposals, 59 projects are still in the running to get the grant. It is expected that the final selected
projects will start receive funding as from September 2018.

The objectives of LCF are to create value-chain development for pro
-poor businesses, and thereby supporting the local economic
development of the district. As many of these enterprises are very
small and managed by individuals with limited entrepreneurial skills,
LCF combines financial support in the form of grants with
business skills development, financial management training
and coaching and marketing support in order to increase the
capacities of the enterprises to run and expand their business. Halfway into the project implementation, 77% of the beneficiaries
indicate that they benefit from these training and coaching sessions,
and that it will support the professionalization of their business.
LCF beneficiaries in Gakenke discussing the future
strategy of their business during training session

8 months into the project implementation of the first 36 projects, very
positive results have been reported: 49% of the businesses have
further developed their specific value-chains and 54% of the
enterprises developed new products. Compared to the start of the
project, when 1.866 people were working in the 99 companies, LCF
supported enterprises increased employment with 1.369 jobs,
giving both temporary and permanent employment opportunities to a
total of 3.235 people in rural, low-income areas. Furthermore, a large
majority of the companies indicate that through LCF support they
were able to increase both their sales (83%) and production (88%)
capacity.
(Read further on the next page)

As the project aims at creating change in the lives of the poor,
quantitative monitoring of the business performance is
accompanied by the ‘Most Significant Change’ technique, which
gathers ‘stories of change’ from project beneficiaries. Both
management of the enterprises and employees were asked to tell
the changes they have seen occurring in the past 8 months in
their enterprises as well as in their personal lives. Analyzing
these ‘stories of change’ shows that most changes took place
with regard to salaries, technical skills, and social conditions of Due to LCF, supported shoemakers can increase their investment
in qualitative locally produced shoes, and offer a good and
the beneficiaries.
affordable “Made in Rwanda” product to the local market

CECILE, cleaner in one of the LCF supported businesses in Rutsiro.
‘I am working as cleaner in the lodges. I have been in the company since
Dec 2017.
Before the project I was a casual worker, it was difficult to me to meet my
needs even those basic ones such us soap and lotion. Thanks to the
project I receive a monthly salary. I no longer request everything from my
parents for I can meet my needs. I have managed to make savings. I have
managed to buy two goats and I have saved some money on my account.
When you are poor as a girl, anyone may take advantage of the situation to
tempt you. But now no one can deceive me because whatever he can offer
me, I may afford it myself. I am supporting my mother now by contributing to the education of my two brothers. One is in
college and the other one is in secondary school. I provide them with some school materials’.
MERCIANNE, business owner in Nyagatare District.
‘I am the owner and a manager of this company which dries fruits since the
23rd of January, 2013. By that time, I was cultivating pineapples for my
family and selling some to neighbors.
Some time, the production was increased and began to rot. Then, I thought
that there is a possibility to add-value to pineapples. I started the drying
processing. I hired and trained 6 employees and then RDB trained another
18 employees. Apart from pineapples, we started drying also banana fruits
and tomatoes for conservation. Nevertheless, drying by solar rays was
taking too long and exposed production to spoil. Our production was
negatively affected, and we couldn’t satisfy the market. It was clear that we needed more means and equipment to meet
the quality standards and market requirements.
LCF supported us with appropriate drying machines which have the capacity of drying about 120 kg of fruits within 1820 hours. This new equipment allowed us to produce products that meet the standards of quality and products that keep
their natural taste. Later on, our company was awarded an “organic certificate” and “S mark” from RBS.
In addition, apart from materials, LCF provided training to 14 employees to use machines that dry tons of fruits at once
so that we can satisfy the markets.
The most significant change is that LCF support increased significantly the capacity of production in terms of quantity
and quality. Our products got the “S trading Mark”, because of modern equipment and training provided by LCF.
Our products are exported and we are building the economy of the country.’

In april, a delegation from Belgium, consisting of representatives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Development
Cooperation and Foreign Trade, Enabel and BIO (Belgian Investment Company for Developing Countries), visited
some of the LCF projects in Gakenke.
After a short introduction to the LCF project, by Saidi Sibomana, the Division manager for Planning and M&E at
LODA, and Sofie Geerts, Enabel ITA responsible for implementation support to LODA and the Districts on LCF, a 2hour bus trip brought the delegation to some of the 36 LCF supported projects. A shoe-making project was visited,
in which partners are active in the slaughtering of cows, transforming the cow-skins into leather and subsequently
into locally made shoes, belts and hats. LCF supported this value-chain by providing funding for technical equipment
improving the quality of the shoe-production. Further, they also visited a pineapple and passion fruit juice-making
factory where production could not meet demand before LCF support. Through the support of LCF, new machines
were bought and now production is catching up, meeting the demand for their delicious locally-made juices and
syrups. The field visit ended with a short visit to a milk-processing site where a new machine for yoghurt-making
was bought.
The field visit resulted in a better understanding of the participants about the situation of the private sector in
rural areas, where often low management skills, difficulties in access to finance and access to raw materials are a
barrier for business growth. It is exactly these barriers that the Local Competitiveness facility tries to overcome
through grants, business management capacity building and the creation of partnerships along the production valuechain.

In the framework of synergy and collaboration between Belgian Development Actors in
Rwanda, APEFE and Enabel join forces to advance the capacity of young Rwandan
women and men, and the relevance of employability skills development as a major
catalyst to enterprises competitiveness. The collaboration between the WLSP (APEFE)
and the LCF (Enabel) programmes aims at accelerating both economic and business
growth in Rwanda.
APEFE supports the Workplace Learning Support Programme – “IGIRA KU
MURIMO” (WPLSP) implemented by the Ministry of Public Service and Labor
(MIFOTRA) in partnership with the Private Sector Federation (PSF). This programme
provides young women and men of Rwanda an inclusive and equitable “quality alternance training” that responds to
the skills needs of the growing Rwandese economy in the areas of food processing, fashion and beauty.
At the same time, Enabel is supporting under the Rwanda Decentralization Support Programme (RDSP), the Local
Competitiveness Facility, a matched grant fund for private sector development in Rwanda.

Through the Workplace Learning Support programme, APEFE is supporting apprenticeship training or dual training,
which is new in Rwanda. It involves both TVET institutions and companies whereby apprentices may spend 50% of
their time in school for soft skills and the other 50% in the company for practical skills. This system requires
institutional capacity in the companies to ensure the effective contribution of both parties in the smooth
implementation of the training.
(Read further on the next page)

LCF supported companies receive not only financial support, but also business and
financial management training. These companies are therefore expected to perform
better in the implementation of apprenticeship training. LCF encourages partnerships in
which TVET centers are involved, in order to support further technical skills development
in the supported value-chains.
Sofie Geerts, ITA Enabel supporting the implementation of the LCF: “The main barriers for growth for small enterprises
in Rwanda is the lack of access to finance, technology as well as the low technical and managerial skills of employees
and management. Through LCF we work on all these aspects by providing funding for essential investments in the
company, as well as giving these companies the necessary skills for efficiently running their business. Through our
cooperation with APEFE, we moreover also provide the opportunity for these companies to find trained and skilled
technical staff.”
The integration of LCF supported companies in WPLSP is an opportunity for the beneficiaries of both programmes to
enhance their capacity development.
“In order to accommodate apprentices under the Workplace Learning Support Programme, companies need to be
capacitated in terms of both equipment and business development. Our synergy with LCF is an opportunity to engage
the supported companies in the apprenticeship program. The LCF support to companies is also a support to our
programme.” Says Joseph MASENGESHO, the APEFE Acting Programme Administrator.

Company Managers in group work
during the training on Human
Resource Management and
Integration of apprentices ©APEFE

Marcianne UWAMWEZI is the Manager of Natural Fruit Drier Company Ltd which produces juice, wine and fruits jam in
Nyagatare District. Her company is supported by LCF and is among the companies identified to collaborate with the
WPLSP by hosting apprentices for alternance training in food processing. She says that the LCF support addressed her
prior needs to collaborate with WPLSP.
“I have got enough equipment from LCF to boost my business. I think that my needs to collaborate with WPLSP are
totally different from the needs of another company which did not acquire any support before. The only one thing I need
from WPLSP is the capacity building of my staff.” Says Marcianne.
11 Companies supported by LCF were identified to collaborate with WPLSP. The intervention area of Workplace
Learning Support Programme includes 11 Districts (Huye, Gisagara, Gakenke, Musanze, Gatsibo, Nyagatare, Rutsiro,
Karongi, Gasabo, Kicukiro and Nyarugenge) among which 4 (Nyagatare, Gisagara, Gakenke and Rutsiro) are supported
by the Local Competitiveness Facility.

BIO is the Belgian Development Finance Company to support private sector growth in
developing countries. It was established in 2001, its investment capital is provided by
the Belgian state.
BIO provides long-term financing to enterprises, the financial sector, and private
infrastructure projects, as well as grants for feasibility studies and technical assistance
programmes. The company currently has around € 935 million under management, its
assets growing by around € 50m per year.
BIO looks for projects with a balance between return on
investment and development effects that the mainstream
banks and other financial institutions cannot fund or consider
too risky to do so. BIO also takes into consideration
Environment, Social and Governance (ESG) standards of all
its projects and support its client to comply with those.

The Belgian International Development Policy and BIO
endorse the view that the private sector is crucial in achieving
the SDGs, and envision the private sector as a means and as an actor to achieve development objectives.
Therefore, a conducive enabling environment is the cornerstone for the private sector to operate: it creates jobs and
revenues, it contributes to economic growth which reduces poverty and ultimately creates prosperity for all.

To support the development of the private sector in Rwanda, BIO has currently invested into two projects: Kivuwatt
and Rwanda Mountain Tea.
 Kivuwatt removes and processes trapped– and dangerous – methane gas from beneath the Kivu-lake into much
-needed electricity. Not only does the project add 25 MW of power to the national grid, providing electricity to
25,000 people, the methane extraction is state-of-the-art and first of its kind and scale, not just in Rwanda or
Africa, but worldwide. The project avoids the emissions of 120,000 tonnes of CO 2 equivalent annually.
 Rwanda Mountain Tea (RMT), a company that
operates in the production, processing, packaging,
marketing and export of tea. BIO has been investing in
RMT for over a decade, amongst others in the
expansion of its tea processing capacities and the
expansion of the tea plantation by 300ha. By working
with smallholders and cooperatives to source tea
leaves, RMT contributes to employment creation, local
economic growth and exports. Another loan of BIO was
dedicated to the construction of a 4MW run of the river
hydro powerplant (now finalised and in operation), the
electricity generated being injected into the national
grid.

The WFP-implemented Farm to Market Alliance
(FtMA) is currently wrapping up its third year of
operations, during which private sector actors
including buyers, agro-processors, transporters and
financial institutions have been linked directly to
40,000 quality-conscious, highly entrepreneurial smallholder farmers and their cooperatives.
Between December 2017 and June 2018, smallholder farmer cooperatives have sold more than 9,800 MT of maize
grain at a value of more than RWF 2.1 billion (EUR 2.1 million) to five of the country’s biggest off-takers and agroprocessors in Rwanda, receiving an average premium of 18% on their produce. This is not an act of charity on the
part of the buyers (Africa Improved Foods, East Africa Exchange, Rwanda Grains and Cereals Corporation, ProDEV
and Sarura Commodities), but a testament of the superior quality of grade 1, aflatoxin-safe maize that these
smallholders have been able to deliver as a result of the training provided.
Through the FtMA, WFP works with the private sector,
government and other stakeholders to facilitate market and
value chain linkages in the maize and beans sectors. Acting as
a ‘neutral broker’, WFP is supporting smallholders and their
cooperatives on enhancing their capacity in production, postharvest and governance to ensure that cooperatives
empowered to operate as independent business entities in the
interest of their members. These cooperatives are linked
directly with the private off-takers, with whom WFP is also
working to enhance their local supply base and promote the
inclusion of smallholder farmers into the formal supply chain.
Members of COAMANYA preparing their maize for delivery using
shellers provided by Africa Improved Foods (AIF), Nyanza.
In partnership with ICCO-Terrafina, WFP has been promoting
©Jonathan Eng/WFP
savings groups to ensure that smallholders are able to
leverage their own resources for further investment in their farming activities. By facilitating the creation of solidarity
groups under the cooperative structure, financial institutions have taken note and have been extending further
financing to cooperatives. One example is the
Abiyunze-Kinazi cooperative based in Ruhango district;
The Farm to Market Alliance (FtMA) was formed to
Calixte Ufitamahoro, its president, is happy, as his
make crop markets work better for farmers by linking
cooperative managed to acquire RWF 5.9 million from
them to local and regional markets. Global members
CLECAM-Ejoheza (a micro-finance institution) to
include the Alliance for a Green Revolution in Africa
enable members to purchase farm inputs. “Financial
(AGRA), Bayer, Grow Africa, the International
institutions have denied us access to input loans in the
Finance Corporation (IFC), Rabobank, Syngenta, UN
past, so I’m happy this innovation [savings groups] has
World Food Programme and Yara.
helped us to be trusted by the micro-finance institutions
FtMA aims to transform existing agricultural practices
and be able to access an input loan this season” said
through
four
strategic
pathways,
providing
Calixte.
smallholder farmers with access to affordable finance,
Additionally, FtMA is also contributing to increased
access to quality farming inputs, access to predictable
value chain financing, facilitating re-financing and risk
markets and access to effective post-harvest
financing to financial institutions, as well as equity
management and other agricultural technologies. The
investment in some small and medium enterprises
commitment of FtMA is to empower 1.5 million
(SMEs) along the value chain.
farmers by the year 2022, using this comprehensive

value chain approach. FtMA is operating in Kenya,
Rwanda, Tanzania and Zambia.

Vétérinaires sans frontières Belgium (VSF-B), an international development NGO,
has been working in Rwanda’s Southern Province since 2001, implementing 5 projects
financed by the Belgian Cooperation. The current project, ‘Green Energy & Livestock
II’, focuses on animal health service delivery to local farmers supporting local private
veterinarians; food security of vulnerable small-holder beneficiary families; renewable
energy; and capacity-building of local partners.

Since 2008 until now, VSF-B, in collaboration with local partner ‘IMBARAGA’, a small-holder farmers’ organisation,
has been working with 34 local private veterinarians and veterinary technicians in 4 projects (PROXIVET I & II, EVE
I & II).
The private vets supported are already working in their villages but
may be limited in their outreach within their local communities; they
are selected in collaboration with the local authorities (District
Animal Resource Officer) after a process of individual interviews
and visits to their veterinary cabinets.
As one of the 14 private vets selected by project ‘EVE I’ in October
2014, veterinary technician Mr. Alexis NGENDAHAYO from
Nyanza district was able to access funds from his local microfinance institution (SACCO, Savings and Credit Cooperative) with
a preferential interest rate of 18% (compared to the usual 24%)
negotiated by the project.

Alexis in his veterinary cabinet

The loan of 2.2 M Rwandese francs (of which 50% was provided to the SACCO by the project through a guaranteed
line of credit) was supplemented by a 800,000 RWF grant to make a total of 3 M RWF, which he used to buy a
motor bike plus veterinary medicines and equipment to treat sick animals.
He also received training in business management, in order to run his
veterinary cabinet more efficiently, and the project also paid for a 2
week technical training course in cattle artificial insemination given by
a RAB (Rwanda Agricultural Board) specialist, and provided him with
an A.I. kit worth 1 M RWF.

Alexis treating a client’s cow

As a result, he was able to increase the coverage of his treatments of
livestock from 6 villages to 38, and the number of farmer clients from
500 to 2,400 between 2014 and 2016. His annual turnover increased
from 138,000 RWF to more than 7 M RWF during the same period,
and he has used the profits to pay for construction of his house as
well as continuing with part-time university studies.

He repaid the loan in full to the SACCO within 2 years and his clientele are very happy with the services he provides.
The following results show that the system is very effective for the farmers: cattle and goat mortality rates went down
from 6% to 1.3% and 10% to 2% respectively, and satisfaction rates regarding the service delivered among the local
farmers rose from 66% to 93% (2014-2016).
This is a typical case study which shows the benefits of investment in the private sector at a local level, but with a far
reaching impact within the wider community.

Business

Professionals

Network

(BPN)
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a

Swiss

non-profit

organisation that provides support over the globe to Small and Mediumsized Enterprises. BPN started operations in Rwanda in 2011. We work
with home grown businesses taking them on a 4-year journey offering Training, Mentorship, Networking and Loans - to allow them to grow substantially in a sustainable manner.
Many of BPN’s client entrepreneurs have become household
names in Rwanda, including Uzuri K&Y (shoes), Rwanda Clothing,
Wood habitat, Buff Coffee & Lamane Bakery.

Vincent Mugisha,
Owner Digitec Studios:

At BPN, we celebrate these successes and talk with entrepreneurs
on the importance of a healthy business environment. In the past
15 years, Rwanda has made great strides in this area and has
implemented not less than 52 reforms aimed at making it easier to
do business, more than any other country in Sub-Saharan Africa1.
As a result, Rwanda can now boast to have the second most
friendly environment for doing business in Sub-Saharan
Africa, only trailing behind Mauritius, and occupying the 41 st spot
worldwide, according to the World Bank. The approach has led to
successes, as the last decade saw the Gross Domestic Product
per capita more than double, making Rwanda one of the fastest

“I got to learn from BPN that the country
depends on me. I think the most
important thing about being an
entrepreneur is to know that you are
making a difference in the community;
you are adding value to your staff,
adding value to the nation, adding value
to yourself, and adding value to different
people who benefit from the business.”
Digitec Studios is a multimedia
company employing 50 young people
in Kigali, Musanze and Rubavu.

growers worldwide2.
The challenge for the coming years will be to sustain this level of growth. This, however, might not prove to be
as self-evident as the above numbers seem to suggest.
One of the major challenges is that the private sector is
not growing at the speed that was projected and hoped
for. Rwanda will need to continue to innovate and to
actively engage with Rwandan businesses, both large
and small, to create the type of dynamic business
environment that allows the private sector to thrive, an
environment where emerging Rwandan businesses
have a real shot at succeeding.

Sources:
1. www.doingbusiness.org/data/exploreeconomies/rwanda
2. www.worldatlas.com/finance/rwanda/gdp.html

14 DISTRICTS IN 4 PROVINCES

OneFamilyHealth (OFH) Rwanda is a social enterprise. Its mission is to
improve access to quality essential medicines and basic healthcare
services in isolated and under-served communities. Using a sustainable
business model (social franchising) and working through a Public Private
Partnership with Rwanda’s Ministry of Health, OFH helps the government
achieve its vision of one Health Post per cell where needed, reaching the
goal of Universal Access to Care. Through this model, since 2012, One
Family Health (OFH) pioneered the mandate to deliver 500 of the more
than 1,500 Health Posts to offer affordable, quality care and essential
medicines to communities covered by the nations Community Based
Health Insurance. In Partnership with the local authorities, using subsidized
loans from Ecobank, OFH now operates 110 Health Posts (HPs) across 14
districts in Rwanda. It has reached 1.5 million people and reduced travel
time to nearest health facility to between 15 and 30 minutes. It plans growth
at 50 HPs per year. The model has been so successful, it has been
featured as one of the top 23 innovations in healthcare by the WHO/TDR
https://socialinnovationinhealth.org/case-studies/one-family-health-2/
2017 was a land-mark year, as the first hardworking and determined of the
OFH Franchisees finally paid off their start -up loans. Euphrasie, a retired
nurse and mother, was the pioneer Franchisee. She is best described as a
dedicated risk taker with a vision. She pays attention to detail, who delivers
high quality care with so much ease and consistency. Euphrasie credits her
success to the business, quality, stock and claims management support,
she gets as an OFH Franchisee Nurse. “What makes this easy is the
“MobiQube” (an internet based electronic health record management
system), “it does everything for me!” she chuckles. The major challenges
are delays in the re-imbursement of claims by RSSB and too low prices,
that make it hard to cover her overhead and drugs costs. “I don’t know how
the clinic would survive if I had to wait for months to buy medicines and
supplies for cash”.
Euphrasie is hopeful that the government Health Insurance will improve the
re-imbursement time and reconsider the pricing for private partners, to help
sustain the facilities and deliver consistent quality care. Another challenge
was erratic connectivity, resulting in delayed claims submission. “This is
now fixed, and our claims come on time” she sighs. She thanks the
Government of Rwanda for its vision and leadership in innovation. She is
proud she can own and run a business as an OFH Franchisee.

110 operational Health Posts in
23% share of HPs

Registered 1,560,742 patients
>10% of Rwanda’s population

Provided 2,438,655 treatments

Treated 528, 831 Under Fives

Treated and advised 748,688 women
aged 15-49 years

Created > 340 private Healthcare jobs

All at a cost of RWF 882 per Rx, Saving
the government hundreds of Millions in
employment and other costs

Early next month, Rwandans will go to the ballot box to elect their
representatives in parliament. 11.11.11 believes sustainable
development can only be reached if a country has a strong
democratic foundation. We are therefore supporting two of our
partner organisations in their work to contribute to inclusive,
informed, and fair elections.

Pax Press is a network of over 100 journalists that aims to promote democracy and good governance through
journalism. This year they support the media to play their role in these elections.
Pro-Femmes/Twese Hamwe is an umbrella organisation focussing on gender and women’s rights in Rwanda. With
the support of 11.11.11, they are ensuring that women will take an active role in the elections.
Both organisations reach out to a broad audience through radio shows and debates. Pax Press informs Rwandans
on the electoral process, how women can participate and on how parliament actually works. Pro-femmes uses radio
to encourage women to take up decision making roles in society and to actively participate in these elections.
But they also target their members and base. Pro-Femmes is training women who are running in these elections on
leadership capacities, citizen participation and political analysis in order to strengthen their position as candidates.
They also facilitate meetings between the member organizations of Pro-Femmes and female parliamentarians to
discuss solutions for the limited participation of women in Rwandan elections.
Pax Press organises training sessions for journalists on their different responsibilities, on their role as observers
during the elections and on women’s participation in the elections. At the local level, Pax Press organises community
debates on how to register as a voter, on the rules of electoral campaigns, on the rights of women to participate, etc.
Thus many people in Rwanda are better informed about the importance of voting, on the rights of voters and the
obligations of elected officials. By supporting Pax Press and Pro-Femmes, but also through our partners CCOAIB
and AMI, 11.11.11 strives for a society that is participatory, transparent, inclusive, democratic and fair.

Training by Pax Press on
the role of journalists
during elections
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